
Noetic Sciences Quick Remote Viewing Target tasked by IONS - NQ2
Remote viewed by Anita Ikonen - Method EEC
Tasking: The target is one of the five pictures shown on the screen 
Target no target number 
Today March 8, 2019
Start 11:15 PM

Noetic Matching 2
Today March 8, 2019
Start 11:15 PM

This session follows directly after the previous failed session, which is not good protocol, but I want 
to do this anyway. I will try to cover the five pictures of this session. 

Ok great, I have managed to see the gray box but not the five pictures. 

This one has green bushy forests and is very fluffy and green. There is a spatula shaped expanding 
architectural form diagonally leaning inward in the picture, I will draw it. It then has a portion from 
its nose that is inward in the picture that rises up from there (drawn to the side in brown but 
actually rising upward). It is like a beak. There are two blue marbles on top of it. The base of this 
structure is flat and wide, and it feels like a lifeform. 

11:22 PM I will look at the five pictures. 

NO WAY IF IT IS THE GRAPES!!! 

Ok calm down now. The options are the indoors interior of a kitchen in brown woods... the grapes... 
man on a kayak on some rough waters with cliffs, an oncoming train with the snow, and the interior 
of a bedroom. I jump immediately and press on my beloved grapes picture! 

? How weird, how could it be the bedroom? I mean, I had the blue round grapes on it and all? Is this 
the switching phenomenon? I mean, I had the grapes, I had the two blue spheres against all that 
green. 

I think I am still not fit enough to do RV because I've been having a flu and the effort stage is 
difficult, even here I was not probing the elements that I found I was just hoping to find one of the 
pictures to be similar... and did. 

No remote viewing while having a flu. I will resume to these targets later. 

11:26 PM End session. No feedback analysis because I think my report was similar to the grapes and 
the target was the bedroom. 


